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Who’s Who at Shoreditch 
Park Primary School?

Introduce key members of staff:

Eloise Erwin- Early Years Phase Lead
Rachel England - Rosen Class Teacher
Nicola Twiner- Student Teacher Browne Class - Nursery Cover Teacher 
Hannan Aitlkaboud - NEO 

Becky Steele- Launchpad for Language Therapist  



Nursery Curriculum and 
Timetable

8.30 ASPIRE mornings/ ASPIRE Active
8.50 Carpet session - Topic
9:00 - Independent learning 
9:45 - Sound of the day 
10.00 Playtime
10.25 Maths/ Literacy/ Launchpad  carpet session
10:40 Independent learning
11.20 Lunch and playtime
1.00 Topic carpet session - EAAD, UTW, C&L
1.15 Independent learning - booster sessions 
2:00 - Sound of the day 
2.15 Playtime
2.40 Tidy up time, story time 
3.00 Hometime 



Our Topics 
. Summer 1- Transport 

Our topic this half term is ‘Transport’. 
We will be using this topic to explore: our local environment, travel, countries around the world 

Understanding the World- People, culture and communities
- Know that there are different countries in the world and talk about the differences they have 

experienced or seen in photos
- Talk about and explore their immediate environment 

Core Texts-

. 



Role-play areas this half 
term

Travel

A London bus Children will be encouraged and supported 
to use the bus to role play:
- traveling around London (exploring local 
environment)
- buying tickets (maths link)

Role play areas provide an important 
teaching point to support the children's 
personal, social and emotional 
development. 
We will be supporting the children to play 
cooperatively.



Read Write Inc Phonics 
- At SPPS we use the phonics programme Read Write Inc to teach children to read

- The programme starts in Summer Term of Nursery

- Children will learn to hear, say, read and write one new sound a day 

- The short 15 minute lessons will be taught in the morning and then again in the afternoon to ensure 
all children in the Nursery learn the new sound each day  

- Once the children are confident with the first 16 sounds, and are able to orally blend, we will begin 
to teach the children to blend sounds together to read simple words



Read Write Inc Phonics- How can you 
help at home? 

This is Fred the Frog
He can only speak in sounds.

Support your child to orally blend 
at home by speaking like Fred 
throughout the day.

We will also send a set 1 sound video to the
Nursery google classroom each week 

You can buy the set 1 sound cards from the office



Maths 

In Nursery we are supporting children to develop a deep understanding of number to 5 and then 10

Developing a strong grounding in number is essential so that all children develop the necessary 
building blocks to excel mathematically.  Children in Nursery will be learning to:

Develop fast recognition of up to 3 objects, without having to count them individually (‘subitising’)

Recite numbers past 5

Say one number for each item in order: 1,2,3,4,5

Solve real world mathematical problems with numbers up to 5.



Speech and Language 
Zones of Regulation

This half term the children in Nursery will
Continue to learn about the different zones
Of Regulation

These sessions provide children with language
To describe the different ways they are 
Feeling 

If you would like to know more, please watch 
The Webinar on the school website 



Parental Engagement 


